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Progressive collapse occurs when any one of load carrying members is removed or damaged suddenly and other
structural elements are not able to support the weight of the building, so this causes a local or global failure in the structure.
Fire, blast, design/construction error, vehicle impact and abnormal loads such as strong ground motions are the main
reasons for the progressive collapse of structures. Due to local fire, one or more structural members may be damaged; it
can cause local damage and following that progressive collapse in the building. The aim of this paper is to investigate the
progressive behavior of a different type of steel frames under fire conditions. For this purpose, an Intermediate and Special
steel moment frame are designed according to part six and ten of Iranian national building codes and requirements of fourth
edition of Standard No. 2800 using ETABS software. Then the progressive collapse behavior under fire load based on UFC
code and using the nonlinear dynamic analysis method has been investigated using OpenSees. OpenSees is an open-source
object-oriented software framework developed at UC Berkeley. The OpenSees framework has been extended to deal with
structural behavior under fire conditions. For modeling using OpenSees, beam and column elements are modeled as thermal
elements, all beams and columns are subdivided into eight and twelve smaller elements respectively and analyzed under
heat transfer analysis. All frames were heated using ISO834 standard fire as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. ISO834 standard fire curve.

The results of the behavior of two steel frames are compared in different fire scenarios. In this paper, six scenarios of fire
were considered in stories 1, 2 and 4, for the corner column and the middle column. Two scenarios of fire on the first story
are shown in Figure 2. Deflected shape of the frames for two heating scenarios of the first story at failure temperatures are
shown in Figure 3.
The results of the displacement and forces of the elements under heat and their adjacent elements have been investigated
to evaluate the most critical fire scenarios and the role of structural ductility in facing the progressive collapse mechanism
under fire condition.
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Figure 2. Fire scenarios in the (a) S1C1 corner, (b) S1C3 middle columns of the first story.

Figure 3. Deflection of frames in (a) S1C1, (b) S1C3 fire scenarios.
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